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Summary
Predicting real-time movement trace of remote objects or the control points of objects when delay-jitter occurs is a critical and challenging issue in most Internet-based collaborative graphics editing systems. This paper presents two novel algorithms: Machine Learning algorithm and Changeable Scale algorithm. Related experiments were carried out to test the effectiveness of the algorithms. Results show that the algorithms can improve the accuracy to restore the remote motion smoothly and the usability of the system can be greatly enhanced.
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Introduction
Graphic editing systems (GES) [1, 2, 3, 4], which stand for a particular type of real-time collaborative editing application, enable geographically distributed users to edit the same graphics document simultaneously. Since each cooperative site maintains a replica of the shared graphics document for the sake of achieving high responsiveness, editing operations that issued by users should be broadcasted to synchronize the other scattered shared patterns. Providing collaborative users with sufficient awareness [5] information in GES assists cooperators understand others’ up-to-the-moment activities in a shared workspace and it might assure successful collaboration in Internet-based real-time GES.

Besides transmitting audio and video signals between cooperators, presenting the state of artifacts in a shared working setting is one of the most effective ways to provide awareness. Monitoring others’ real-time drawing procedure, especially the remote moving tracks of pointers can greatly help users to understand and even predict others’ designing intention. Therefore, presenting live variation procedure of remote graphics object is valuable for supporting collaboration in real time. However, networks may exhibit variability in delay, which is called jitter, can result in a jerky presentation of remote participant's actions in Internet environment. Affected by delay-jitter, the movement of objects or key control points could not be presented consecutively on remote sites, which may lead to misunderstanding and even operation conflicting in collaborative graphics design. Therefore, some related work has been done to ameliorate the effects of delay-jitter to display the remote motion in time and smoothly in order to achieve good awareness.

Tracing [6] the visual embodiments of groupware system enhances the visual representation of collaborators’ motion and complements the problem of jitter. As tracing could hardly maintain the immediacy or the naturalness of the original embodiments’ motion, the technique is limited. [5, 7] applied Dead-reckoning to improve player’s interaction with distributed objects in games. However, Dead-reckoning only presents good performance in predict the motion of objects that force-based and strong inertial properties. [8] Dead-reckoning prediction was applied to reduce the effects of jitter on telepointer motion. Experiments were carried out and suggest that prediction can increase the immediacy and naturalness of remote interaction in groupware system. Yet the accuracy of prediction remains a problem.

In our work, motion prediction of control point of objects in GES was studied. Machine Learning Algorithm was presented to improve the predicting accuracy of Dead-reckoning by adjusting the prediction algorithm dynamically according to the former prediction error. And the performance was further enhanced by integrating Changeable Scale with the former algorithms. The control point movement would rarely be random because control point motion was bound with certain designing artifact. Experiments showed that the improved prediction algorithms maintain the performance of prediction accuracy at usable levels.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section Two specifies the object-based collaborative GES and the control point based MOVE operations. Section Three depicts the jitter effect on Control Point Based MOVE Operation. Section Four presents two prediction algorithms and the corresponding experiments that test the effectiveness of the algorithms. Finally, Section Five concludes the paper.
2. Object-based GES and Control Point Related Movement

Graphics editing system can be classified into two categories: objected-based[8, 11, 13, 14] and bitmap-based[14, 15, 16, 17]. In bitmap-based systems, operations act directly on the drawing area but not on objects, and are generated by modifying the pixels’ color in the drawing area. While in object-oriented systems, graphic objects such as rectangle, line, etc. can be created and modified. Each object is represented by attributes such as color, position and so on. Operations act on the objects and are generated by modifying the attributes of the objects [18]. Control point movement is a typical type of operations that can be acted on objects in object-based GES[4, 9]. The operation that related to control point movement is named CPB MOVE Op. In Fig. 1 operation MOVE changes the polygon’s position from left-bottom to right-top. In Fig.2 the shape of the polygon is modified by dragging Point C. As it is shown in the following two figures, control points are the centre of the polygon in Fig. 1 and Point C in Fig. 2 respectively.

3. Jitter Effect

Distributed operation introduces communication delays between the collaborative sites on the Internet. Often, networks exhibit variability in delay, called jitter which can result in a jerky presentation of remote participant's actions. Continuous CPB MOVE Ops stream are sensitive to jitter that is due to the transmission over Internet, such as transmission delay, propagation delay and queuing delay. Delay-jitter may lead to semantic misunderstanding and operation conflicting as described as follows:

1. semantic misunderstanding: users may have an ambiguous idea of the semantic intention of remote user by monitoring the jerky display;
2. operation conflicting[8]: as it can be hardly to specify whether the halt of the motion is caused by jitter or not, users may take it for granted that the remote CPB MOVE Op task has been fulfilled and move the object that conflict with remote CPB MOVE Op.

Since jitter may make user have poor awareness on remote user’s CPB MOVE Op, predicting the control point movement track while jitter occurs is necessary to promote the usability of GES.

4. Prediction Algorithms

Predicting the next location of control point based on past positions to simulate the actual track of the motion can eliminate the negative effect that brought by jitter. In the flowing paragraphs we present prediction algorithms used in our prototype system. To determine whether prediction is effective, we carried out corresponding experiments.

4.1 Machine Learning Algorithm

(1) Algorithm

Dead-reckoning has been widely and successfully used in internet game where Dead-reckoning improved player’s interaction with distributed objects [7, 9, 10]. The prediction algorithm can be specified as follows:

We indicate the next position of the control point by \((X_{next}, Y_{next})\) while the current position of the control point by \((X_{current}, Y_{current})\). The next position is calculated according to the following formula:

\[
X_{next} = X_{current} + \text{aveVelocity}X + \text{aveAcceleration}X, \\
Y_{next} = Y_{current} + \text{aveVelocity}Y + \text{aveAcceleration}Y.
\]

where,
aveVelocityX = \frac{X_{\text{last}} - X_{\text{flag}}}{T_{\text{last}} - T_{\text{flag}}},  \\
aveVelocityY = \frac{Y_{\text{last}} - Y_{\text{flag}}}{T_{\text{last}} - T_{\text{flag}}}.

aveVelocityX and aveVelocityY indicate current average velocities of the control point in x and y axes. The average velocity is calculated through the last known position \((X_{\text{last}}, Y_{\text{last}})\) at the time of \(T_{\text{last}}\) and another position \((X_{\text{flag}}, Y_{\text{flag}})\) received some period before, at the time of \(T_{\text{flag}}\).

aveAccelerationX = \frac{\text{VelocityX}_{\text{last}} - \text{VelocityX}_{\text{flag}}}{T_{\text{last}} - T_{\text{flag}}},  \\
aveAccelerationY = \frac{\text{VelocityY}_{\text{last}} - \text{VelocityY}_{\text{flag}}}{T_{\text{last}} - T_{\text{flag}}}.

aveAccelerationX and aveAccelerationY indicate current average acceleration of control point in x and y axes. The average acceleration is calculated through the last known velocity at the position \((X_{\text{last}}, Y_{\text{last}})\) at the time of \(T_{\text{last}}\) and another velocity at the position \((X_{\text{flag}}, Y_{\text{flag}})\) at the time of \(T_{\text{flag}}\).

A new prediction system, which is called Machine Learning Algorithm, is able to adjust the prediction algorithm dynamically according to the former prediction error in the practical environment. The algorithm based on the last known position refines the prediction trace. The predicted position is calculated as follows:

\[
X'_{\text{next}} = X_{\text{current}} + \text{aveVelocityX} + \text{aveAccelerationX} + \Box x,  \\
Y'_{\text{next}} = Y_{\text{current}} + \text{aveVelocityY} + \text{aveAccelerationY} + \Box y.
\]

where,

\(\Box x\) a variable to correct the value of \(X_{\text{next}}\) while \(\Box y\) is a variable to correct the value of \(Y_{\text{next}}\). \(\Box x\) is related to: (1) the difference between last predicted X and first true X received at the end of jitter in the previous prediction process. (2) Current jitter lapse. (3) Jitter period in the previous prediction process. If it is the first time to prediction, we did not consider \(\Box x\) and \(\Box y\). Calculation of \(\Box\) is similar to that of \(X\). To illustrate the algorithm:

\[
2 = (X'_{\text{last}} - X_{\text{true}}) * \text{JitterLapse}_2 * 0.5 / \text{JitterPeriod}_1,  \\
\text{where,}
\]

subscript 1 indicates the previous prediction process, while subscript 2 indicates the current prediction process. \(X'_{\text{last}}\) is the last predicted position in the previous prediction process. \(X_{\text{true}}\) is the blocked last true value by the previous network jitter in the previous prediction process.

(2) Effectiveness

To test the effectiveness of the Machine Learning Algorithm, we made an experiment. We carried out an experiment to test the effectiveness of the scheme. Ten volunteers (5 male, 5 female) from local University and pattern designing company were invited to our lab. All volunteers were right handed and were frequent users of mouse and windows systems (at least 40 hours/week). Six of ten (3 male, 3 female) are students of computer major, four of ten (2 male, 2 female) are pattern designing professionals. The experiment was conducted on Dell PC running CoDesign system application, using a 17-inch monitor set to 1024x768 resolution, 256M memory and 2.4G CPU.

While volunteers were drawing and moving some graphics objects from one position to another, jitters were generated by a simulation application to simulate unstable network. Our prediction system application adopts the Dead-reckoning prediction and Machine Learning algorithm respectively. At the end of jitter, system calculates the error of prediction, difference between the last predicted position and corresponding true position extracted from received package at the end of jitter.

The testing result is shown in Fig.3.
4.3 Changeable Scale Algorithm

(1) Algorithm

As we know, in a certain period of time user usually concentrates on his/her nearby editing areas, which is called current active working area. When a control point is moved to somewhere else, new position will not be far from the original one. The improved prediction algorithm, Changeable Scale, adapts to human graphics editing habit in order to enhance the accuracy of the prediction in GES. The main idea of the algorithm this time is to adjust prediction power according to the distance between the position user begin to drag and predicted position by original algorithm, such as dead-reckoning or machine learning. The longer the distance between the two positions is, the lower the next prediction power could be. We describe the algorithm as follow:

Where, \( \alpha \), the prediction power, is determined mainly by the distance between the two positions. Multiple factors could have contributed to the construction of \( \alpha \), here we just simplify it to the following form:

\[
\begin{align*}
X' &= X \cdot \alpha \times X, \\
Y' &= Y \cdot \alpha \times Y,
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\alpha = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{Length} \leq \text{UnitLength} \\
\frac{\text{UnitLength}}{\text{Length}}, & \text{Length} > \text{UnitLength}
\end{cases}
\]

Length is the distance between the position user begin to drag and predicted position by original algorithm. UnitLength is a unit length defined by the system as described above.

Therefore, there is a circle centered by the position user begin to drag, with a radius of UnitLength. If the predicted position by original algorithm is within the circle, we take the dead-reckoning algorithm unchanged for we get \( \alpha = 1 \). While the predicted position by original algorithm is without the circle, the prediction power has to work taking the value of UnitLength / Length.

(2) Effectiveness

According to the experiment, comparison of the prediction with changeable scale to the prediction without changeable scale is shown in Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 4, prediction with changeable scale is better than that without changeable scale in terms of prediction accuracy, especially when jitter period increases.

5. Conclusions

The main objective of our work is to restore the consistent and immediate motion track of artifacts that controlled by remote user to promote collaborative awareness in real-time GES. Our solution to the problem of jumpy presentation of remote action track is predicting the trace of control points while jitter occurs. Machine Learning algorithm improves prediction accuracy by taking the former prediction error into account. Changeable Scale algorithm which adapts to users’ editing habits presents better prediction performance. Related experiments were explored to report and compare the effectiveness of each algorithm. It can be shown that the algorithms we proposed work correctly in GES, the impact of jitter is ameliorated and the degree of collaborative awareness is greatly improved.
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